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Disclaimer

The Emotional Freedom Techniques (EFT) mentioned in this material are not intended to 
diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease. 

Information and statements made are not intended to replace the advice of your 
treating doctor. 

LifeMasteryGuide.com orJoanne Roibu do not give medical advice, prescribe, or 
diagnose illness. 

The views and advice expressed in this book are not intended to be a substitute for 
conventional medical or psychological support. 

If you have a severe medical condition, see your physician of choice. 
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Before The Tapping Process

Please ensure that you always do 3 Things before tapping:

• Drink Water
• Identify The Issue You Are Working On & Write It Down On Your Worksheet
• Measure Your Intensity Around This Issue

Measuring Your Intensity Around This Issue

Rate yourself on a scale from 0 (no disturbance) to 10 (severe disturbance)

Record it on your worksheet.

Note:  If assigning a number to your feeling or physical discomfort does not come naturally, please 

DO NOT worry.  Use colors or shapes to measure intensity. 

 For example, your physical discomfort may seem like a round, blue ball that is the size of an 

orange.  

This is perfectly ok.  At the end of your tapping rounds, you will simply measure any changes in 

color, shape or size of the ball. 

Legend:
EB: Eye Brow
SE: Side Of Eye
UE: Under Eye
UN: Under Nose
CH: Chin (between lower lip and chin) 
CB: Collar Bone
UA: Under Arm 
H:  Head (top or crown of head)
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The Tapping Process

“I am afraid to move forward doing the work I am passionate about.”

Set Up Statement: 

Even though I am afraid .....to move forward with the work that I am passionate about doing I choose to 
accept myself completely

Even though I am angry that ….I have no support in moving forward with my business, I choose to 
love, accept and forgive myself and all others involved.

Even though I feel sad ….that I can’t seem to get going on doing the work I am passionate about, I 
choose to accept, love and forgive myself completely.

Round Addressing Fear/Limiting Belief: 

EB: I just don’t feel smart enough
SE: What if I screw up
UE: What if they figure out that I am just not that good
UN: What if I figure out that I am not as good as I think
CH: How can I teach others when I am not where I want to be 
CB: What if I don’t know what to do or say, and others depend on me
UA: I am ashamed to admit that I feel unworthy to do this work
H:  I am concerned that I will never be able to make this work

(Please repeat this round as many times as you feel the need to, especially if more thoughts or 
words surface that are related to the issue you started with)

Round Restating With Positive Belief/Affirmation: 

EB: I accept that I am where I am 
SE: And that I feel what I feel 
UE: Wouldn’t it be nice if I could just take it one step at a time
UN: What if I could give myself permission to admit that I am still a work in progress
CH: Wouldn’t it be nice to be able to guide others to take empowering steps
CB: There are those who would love to know how to get from where I was to where I am now
UA: I intend to find a way to do the work I am passionate about 
H: I expect and I know I am finding a way to do the work I am passionate about, step by step.  Thank you 

Universe!

Continue with the rounds as described above for as long as you feel you need to.
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After The Tapping Process
When you are ready, please stop and re-evaluate your intensity.  

See if your intensity surrounding this particular issue has decreased, remained the same or increased.

Decreased: Great, you are looking to get to a 0 or 1 intensity rating but please 

celebrate any shift that has occurred & check and see what else, if anything, is still there.

Remained the same: Establish if anything else (feeling, physical sensation or thought/word has surfaced 

while you were tapping). If it has, do another round using this newly found information.  Ask yourself what 

benefit you may feel you are getting from holding on to this feeling/sensation.

Increased:  Do Not Worry! This is actually a good thing. 

An increase simply means that during the rounds something else has come up for you and you need to tap 

on an underlying issue that hadn’t surfaced yet.  

Establish what has come up and start the process again from Set Up Statements. 

If you can’t figure out what has surfaced, use “Even though I don’t know what is bothering me 

….but I know there’s something here,  I choose to accept myself completely.”
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